SMART APP

TM

Take Your Training To The Next Level

Precise On-Body Breath & Heart Fitness Tracker

LEGIBLE STATISTIC REPORTS

REAL-TIME MONITOR
Cardiocycle smart app displays your
real time breath rate and heart rate.

GET INSIGHTS INTO
YOUR TRAINING LEVEL
Cardiocycle smart app gives you
deep insight into your true training
by comprehensive exercise intensity
assessment.

Detailed training data helps you stay on top of your progress goals and personal bests.

TRAIN WITH HEART RATE ZONE
Cardiocycle smart app displays accurate
real-time heart rate and heart rate zone
data while you exercise.

MANAGE EXERCISE LOAD
Cardiocycle smart app measures the load you are putting on your body when you exercise
and provides the insight you need to decide if you should pull back or go for it!

GET TO A NEW LEVEL
SenseON measures the long term improvements you are making to your cardiovascular fitness
level by tracking resting heart rate and heart rate recovery on a regular basis. The
measurements are done automatically in the background.

How to use it?

ACCURATE MONITOR
Experts know that if you want
accurate monitoring of heart
rate. The best place to do it is
on the torso. Where the heart
rate signal is strongest. The
SenseON is applied to your
chest or side where the super
sensitive single lead BIPATM
sensor captures a clear signal.

FREE
YOUR
TRAINING
SenseON provides clinical grade Cardio-Pulmonary
function tracking for accurate breath and heart rate
monitoring. Besides, with intelligent algorithms,
rich sports biometric data are given, like
professional heart and respiration function metrics
e.g., heart rate zones, HR recovery rate,
heart-breathe rate ratio, and other quantitative
training data such as calories, pace and cadence.

BREATH RATE
Let your respiration be your
guide with SenseON. Seeing
your breaths per minute in
real time you’ll be more aware
of breathing slower giving
you more energy to push
yourself further every time.

WATERPROOF
The SenseON is encased in a
durable biocompatible silicone
housing for worry free use in
the pool or open water while
showering or under condition
of extreme perspiration.

TM

is

Better

IT JUST KNOWS
One of the best things about training
with SenseON and CardioCycle Smart
APP is that you can focus on your
training and let the SenseON and
software track your bio-signals and
activity. There’s no need to remember
to push start or stop – it just knows!

RELIABLE COMMUNICATION
SenseON uses the industry standard
Bluetooth LE to ensure reliable clear
communication with smart phones
and tablets so your data is constantly
available and always so your data is
constantly available and always
accurate.

MARATHON BATTERY LIFE
Power through 2hrs-workouts up to 7 days. The charging
suite extends battery life beyond 70 days.

What does
it track?
•BiPA Breath Rate
•BiPA Heart Rate & Zones
•HR Rate Recovery
•Breath Heart Rate Ratio
•Calories Burned
•Active Time
•Steps
•Cadence
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1- shake SenseON to wake up it with purple LED flashing
twice, then connect SenseON with CardioCycle App

3- peel off the release paper on the disposable Adhesive

2- put one piece of disposable Adhesive on the back of
SenseON with their hook&loop sides

4- paste SenseON onto your torso around left-lower chest
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Note: moisten electrodes with water when skin is very dry
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SPECIFICATIONS
Connection Range
10m in open space
Battery Life (Working)
18 hours

.89inches
WIDE

.46 ounces

3.86inches LONG

Sensor
BiPA™ Bio-Sensor
Heart Rate Range
40-200bpm
Heart Rate Accuracy
±1bpm
Breath Rate Range
10-60bpm
Breath Rate Accuracy
±1bpm
Wireless Connection
Bluetooth 4.0

.47inches HIGH

Battery Life (Standby)
96 hours
Charging Cycle
30 minitues
Charging Case Capacity
8 times full charging
SenseON Material
Food grade silicone
Adhesive Material
Professional water-proof Kinesio Tape
Adhesive Endurance
3 hours for intense exercise
Protection Rate
IP67

